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**Synopsis**

This book is a manual of troubleshooting and performance analysis tips for administrators of Solaris® 10 and OpenSolaris® systems. It contains a discussion of common tools available to Solaris administrators to resolve problems, including usage examples. *DTrace®, *mdb and crash dumps *storage management and ZFS® *common error messages *performance management *troubleshooting methods Since 1997, the top-rated Solaris® Troubleshooting web site has helped administrators fix problems and improve system design. This book extends and supplements the information that has helped the community for more than a decade.
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**Customer Reviews**

By having this one complete, intelligently-written Solaris reference manual, I can throw away all the other Solaris books that I have ever wasted money on. This one ... is totally top-notch ... par excellence ... surpassing all others. What’s great about this manual is that the author does not waste 50 pages .... like the others do .... telling you about the history of this or that based on older versions of the operating system that have not existed for the past 5 or 10 years. The style is very readable and easy to use in a Solaris System Administrator’s daily routine. EVERYTHING major is fully covered from networking to SMF to security to multipathing to resolving performance problems to "Root Cause Analysis" .... well, you name it ... it’s in there! Even less significant burning questions are covered like, "How do I remove a zombie process without rebooting?" It also covers the amazing ZFS volume manager / file system with useful, everyday examples, and Solaris zones. THIS BOOK IS A MUST HAVE!
I worked with the author in a large enterprise environment. Haven't talked to him a quite a while, but he definitely knows Solaris inside and out. Solaris admins can surely learn from this book and improve their environments.
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